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 Introduction

We would like to express our thanks for purchasing the PosPRO till.

The first part of this manual will lead the reader through the installation and setup of our software.

After which the different modules will be introduced and all the options explained.

When making a call to our helpdesk, please have the following at hand:
· The version number of the PosPRO software
· The version of this manual
· The exact steps taken to execute the task at hand
· The messages the system might have displayed
· The log and *.ini files of the PosPRO till

 Warning!: Please take in account that when our support desk is contacted, the caller might be asked to; 

§ Execute actions on one of the terminals
§ Provide the log files (this is the content of the PosPRO log directory, by default 'C:\Inepro\Log\') 
§ Provide the *.ini files (this is the content of the PosPRO INI directory, by default 'C:\Inepro\INI\')
§ Have the terminal taken over by one of our operatives

  Software Requirements

With the installation of PosPRO a number of software components are needed. Here a list will be
found with components needed to run our PosPRO software.

Windows Installer
The Windows Installer is an engine that is used to install, remove or repair software on Windows
operating systems. Previously the name of Windows Installer was Microsoft Installer. Windows
Installer files often have the extension .msi.

Version 4.5 is needed for the installation of PosPRO.
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Software Requirements

 .NET Framework
The .NET Framework is a software component that can be added to the Microsoft Windows
operating system. It provides a great number of pre-defined code solutions for general application
demands, and manages the execution of programs that especially written for framework. The .NET
Framework is an important Microsoft component, and the intension is that most applications that are
developed for the Windows platform will use it.

Version 2.0 or higher is needed for the installation of PosPRO.

 Windows PowerShell

Windows PowerShell™ is a new task-based command-line shell and scripting language designed
especially for system administration. Built on the Microsoft .NET Framework, Windows PowerShell
helps IT professionals and power users control and automate the administration of the Windows
operating system and applications that run on Windows. 

Version 1.0 or higher is needed for the installation of SQL Express 2008.

 SQL Server Express 2008 or higher
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system, produced by Microsoft. It
supports a dialect of SQL, the most frequently used database language. It is generally used by
organisations for small to medium databases.

We supply SQL Express 2008 to enable our system to store it's information in a MS SQL database.

 SQL Server Express 2008 Manager
Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio Express (SSMSE) is a free, easy to use, graphical
management tool to manage SQL Server 2008 Express Edition.

The databases can be edited and look at the table information. They can also be seen which
database instances are being used.

 PosPRO
PosPRO is our digital till application itself, a software package that provides a till that seamlessly
connects with the hardware like the printer, cash drawer and line display.
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 OPOS Drivers
The OPOS drivers are the hardware drivers that drive the printer, cash drawer and line display. A
management tool is supplied that enables the user to manage the configuration of all the connected
devices in 1 window

   Overview
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Setup

 Setup

In this chapter an instruction on how the hard- and software should be installed can be found. Then
the software configuration of the software will be treated

  Hardware installation

The printer

 

1. Open the printer by pressing the light grey button on the side of the printer. The lid will spring
open, insert a roll of paper and close the printer.
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Hardware installation

 

2. Attach the communication cable of the printer to the till on COM 5 if a PayCon is used for
electronic payments, in all other cases use COM 2.

3. Connect the communication cable of the printer and the cash drawer to the printer.
4. Make sure to connect the earth wire of the cash drawer to the connection bolt.
5. Connect the power cord to the adapter.
6. Plug the power connector into the wall socket.
7. Turn the printer on.

The line display

 

8. The line display has a number of DIP switches that signify character sets. Check that this setting
is set to the West-European character set. See table below:

Setting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Standard On On On Off On On On Off On On Off On

Inepro West Europe Off On On On Off On On Off On On Off On

Set the DIP switches to the West-European character set.

9. Mount the line display foot and pull the cable trough the cylinder.
10. Connect the cable to COM 4. The text 'Mode A' should momentarily be shown on the display

when the system will be started.
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EFT, SCR (Slim Card Reader) or PayCon
When the user wants to pay with other means then cash, opt for the SCR, PayCon or for an EFT
terminal.
When the Inepro system is also used for printing payments, purchases at vending machines or
building access, the user can pay with the money in their Inepro account or on their Inepro card by
using the PayCon. In those cases a reloader will often already be available that has the ability to put
money on their account or card by PIN, credit card, coins or banknotes. If the Inepro card or Inepro
account are not wanted as a source of payment with the PosPRO cash till, but the ability to pay with
PIN or credit card is, an EFT terminal is needed.

Asset
Availability

PayCon EFT terminal Omni reader SCR (Slim Card Reader)

PIN

Credit Cards

Inepro Card or Accounts

The difference between a PayCon and EFT terminal

11. The hardware is now connected, in the next chapter we will configure the hardware

  Software installation

 The installation of the Windows Installer software

1.  Run the Windows Installer setup, click  until the 'finished', then click 'Finish'.
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Software installation

 The installation of the .NET Framework software

2. Run the .NET Framework setup.

 

3. Check the overview to if all setting are correct, if so click , the installation will now
start. Complete the installation.

 The installation of the Windows Powershell software

4.  Run the Powershell setup, click , agree to the license and click .
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5.  Finish the installation.

6.  Check by clicking the Windows Start button and executing the 'Run' command 'Powershell' (as
seen in the left screen) if the Powershell is working. If a window like the right screen is seen,
Powershell is working correctly.
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Software installation

 The installation of the Microsoft SQL Server software

7. Run the SQL setup.

8. Tick the box to show the licence is accepted and click . The SQL setup will now start
installing.
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9. Click , check the configuration and click  to install the files.

 

10.  Keep the default settings for the instance, click , enter an Windows Account with

Administrator credentials and click .
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Software installation

  

11.  Important! Click on , choose the option 'Mixed Mode' and insert a strong

password, after that click .

12. Click  until the 'Complete' window has been reached, check the overview to see if all

setting are correct, if so click .
13. The Microsoft SQL Server is now installed.
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 The installation of the OPOS software

  

14. Run the OPOS Setup, press , press .
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Software installation

15. Run the OPOS Upgrade.

  

  

  

16. Agree to the License Agreement and press  until the final window, then click

.
17. The installation is now finished.
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 The installation of the PosPRO software

 

 

18.Click on  and edit the installation path if necessary. Then click on .

19.Agree to the license and click  where necessary, check the paths and click on

.
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Software installation

 

 If a central database is used the Inepro Back Office Suite Database server name should be
entered and the instance of the database at the field MS SQL Source. (In this format
"YOURIBOSSERVER\SQLEXPRESS" the MS SQL server name is :'YOURIBOSSERVER' and your
instance name is :'SQLEXPRESS'.)

 If a remote server is not available, and 'stand-alone' tills are used, the Inepro Back Office Suite
(or at least the database) should be installed locally.

 

20.Check the settings and click on , select the locations where a shortcut icon must be

placed and click .
21.*.Ini instellen
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  Configuration

In this chapter we will configure the system.
· The ELO touch screen display should be calibrated
· The OPOS devices should be connected to the OPOS drivers
· The Inepro Back Office Suite module CashPRO must be setup and the products should be created
· The till itself must be configured via the *.ini files
· The receipt layout must be set up

 ELO Display

 ELO Control Panel
This section explains the different options in the ELO control Panel.
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ELO Display

 General tab
The general tab allows to:
· Calibrate the touch screen with the Align button. Press the centre of each of the four targets that

appear on the screen with your finger, like when normally using the application.
Please calibrate the touch screen right now to ensure a good working user interface

 Mode tab
The Buttons tab are used to:
· Adjust all mouse emulation controls.
· Change cursor properties
These settings do not need to be changed for using the PosPRO software
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 Sound tab
The Sound tab allows to:
· To change sound properties for ELO touch tools.
These settings do not need to be changed for using the PosPRO software

 Properties tab
The Diagnostics tab harbors the:
· View Controller Information.
These settings do not need to be changed for using the PosPRO software
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ELO Display

 About tab
· The About tab displays Information about ELO Touchsystems
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 OPOS:

OPOS, Object Linking and Embedding for Retail POS uses an architecture for Win32-based POS
device access. Point of sale (POS) or checkout is the location where a transaction occurs, it is
sometimes falsely used to describe the POS terminal or till. OPOS has a set of POS device interfaces
sufficient to support a wide range of POS solutions. It provides a consistent interface to POS
peripherals for use by application creators.

The Epson OPOS SDK gives easy access to the POS devices and their settings.

We will check the connection to the Line Display, printer and cash drawer.
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OPOS

 Communication Settings
Check via the context menu (right mouse button), 'Communication Setting' if the COM port is set
correctly.
The LDN (Device Name) should correspond with the table below.

Apparaat LDN (Apparaat label
naam)

Printer RECEIPTPRINTER

Line Display LINEDISPLAY

Cash Drawer CASHDRAWER

The cash drawer is connected to the printer, so the COM port should be the same is that of the
printer.
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 Health Check

Printer Health Check

 
Cash Drawer and Line Display Health Check

After this a message will come up, informing the user if the hardware test has succeeded or has
failed:

 
Security message

Try to reconnect, go to the solving challenges section,   when the issue is not resolved88
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 Configure IBOS - CashPRO - BS

 Make sure the server can be reached

Start the Inepro Back Office Manager, and go to the 'Tools->Connection Settings' menu.
Make sure the data source has an IP-address or hostname is not set to 'local host' (like '.', 'localhost'
or '127.0.0.1').
Make sure these keys below (if they exist) contain the same value as the datasource value in step 2.
§ HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\Inepro\Back Office Suite | 'Db DataSource'
§ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Inepro\Back Office Suite | 'Db DataSource'
§ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Inepro\Back Office Suite | 'Db DataSource'
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 Obtain the Terminal Code

Start the PosPRO till.
Type in the Inepro Business Server Address:

Press OK

Type in a logical Device ID#, the Device ID must be numerical and can be seen as a location ID:

Press OK
The PosPRO till will reboot now.
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PosPRO shows that the device needs needs to be linked in IBOS:

The device code is build up out of the string "POS" & the Device ID#, like "POS1001".
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 Linking a PosPRO till in the Business Server

Go to the server and open the Business Server Config Tool
The terminal will be shown, the ID is completed with POS upfront and follow up zero’s, like this:
POS1001000000
Take down or remember this number

Create a group
Bring the terminal into the desired group level
Modify relevant values either in the group above or directly in this terminal. Add values like
language and currency

To commit these changes press:  (or 
depending on your version)

The terminal is now attached in the Business Server.
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 Creating and linking a PosPRO till

Before the PosPRO till can be managed, it must be linked to the Inepro Back Office Manager.
To create a PosPRO open CashPRO devices and add a new device. Then go to the terminal tab and
link to the new terminal, this terminal is the PosPRO till.
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 Creating an employee

Now a PosPRO till has been linked to the terminal, employees should be created who may operate
the till and or the CashPRO management module. To add an employee got to 'Advanced ->
Authentication' and add a new employee.

Fill out the values according to the table below and assign the rights.

Name Description

Login Login name for the Inepro Back Office Manager and Employee ID for the PosPRO
till, must be numeric!

Employee First Name Self explanatory

Employee Infix Self explanatory

Employee Last Name Self explanatory

Password Password to access the Inepro Back Office Manager

Confirm Password Self explanatory

Employee Code <This value has become obsolete>

Employee PIN Employee numeric password for the PosPRO till

Valid From The date from which these rights will be valid

Valid Trough The date trough which these rights will be valid

Changed The date this record was last edited

The right should be set to set according to the rights this person should have in the Inepro Back
Office manager, see table below:

Name of default right Description

CashPRO Read-only Can only see the products and tills in the manager

CashPRO Employee, No Reports Prices may be changed, but no reports may be created

CashPRO Employee Prices may be changed, reports may be created

CashPRO Manager
Can execute management task like creating new tills, change location
names, database settings and create new employees.

Save the settings for this employee.
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 Creating a product

The final thing the PosPRO till needs is products. Products can also be created in the Inepro Back
Office Manager. Go to 'Products' and add a new product.

If a product could have  discount, now or in the future 'Discount Allowed' should be checked.

The values of the product are explained in the table below:

Name Description

Product Code A unique code (generated by default using the timestamp as seed)

Terminal Display Name A short name 14-17 characters so it will fit on the PayCon display

Name The long name of the product for display on reports

Product Group Should always be 'Cashregister/Vending' for the PosPRO till

Price The price of the product, leave it at 0,00 when using 'open price'

Open Price Tick, if the employee should decide for which price this item is sold

Product Type Should always be 'till' for the PosPRO till

Link Type Is it a normal product, a compound product or part of a compound product
(linked to a compound product) by default set to 'normal'

Content Type If the content of the product should be specified, it can be done here. By
default this is set to 'pieces', it can also be set to 'weight' or 'volume'.

Content Factor How many of the content type the product consist of

Tare The weight of the product container

VAT Value Added Tax

Second Vat Second Value Added Tax, if the product could be sold at both a high and a
low VAT rate.

Description

Selling May this product be sold at this moment?

Description2

Description3

Description4

The Link and Content values are used for special products that will be sold based on their content
value or linked to other products.
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 Creating special products

Some product need to be linked to other products or are sold based on their content or weight. We
will explain how to create these products.

  

To create products with the content property set the content type to 'Pieces' if it consists of more
then one item, to 'weight' of the price is based on the products mass, and to 'volume' if it is based
on the volume the product contains. Set the content factor, if the content type is 'weight' and the
content factor = '100', the price will be be per 100 gram of that product.
To create a linked product, have the main product have the link type 'Linked' and the linked product
have the link type 'Normal'.
Linked products and products with a content property may be combined.
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Finally go to the main product, that has the link type 'Linked' and link the other product(s) to this
product.
The other products will be sold if this product is.
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 Creating a PosPRO product template

Finally we will gather a number of products in a PosPRO product template. In the PosPRO product
template we will be able to select the products that should be sold and link them to the PosPRO
reports and the presentation layers (a layer with a selection of product buttons). One PosPRO
template can be used for multiple PosPRO tills.

Select the different product that need to be sold in this specific (range of) till(s), in the right section
of the window and drag them to the left section (or use the blue arrow buttons on the border).
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1) Create Product Groups (these are used in reports created on the till)
a) Create the product groups that are needed, mind that the 'Group Position' can never be '0'.

2) Create Presentation Layers (these are layers with product buttons)
a) Create Presentation Layers, the normal layers should have a number from 1 to 28 (inclusive),

it can not be '0' and layers with an ID higher then 28 are not visible.
b) Special layers can be created, these layers can be used as the main screen, or a layer that has

the products that are sold most. For example create a breakfast and a lunch layer that will only
be shown at the appropriate times. These layers will need a number higher then 28.
i) A special period layer should be created for a maximum of 4 periods.
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3) Assign the PosPRO Product groups in the Products tab, remember these are product groups,
which are used for the reports created on the till. 

4) Assign the Presentation Layers, remember, one product can be on more then one presentation
layer, so then the same product must be added again.

5) Assign a Colour for the button, to make it easier to search for the right product.
6) Edit the PosPRO.ini

a) TabSheet Period = <Most sold / main layer ID>
b) Main tab = <Most sold / main layer ID>
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 Receipt Layout

When a transaction has been made, the customer might want a receipt, this receipt is available in a
number of layouts and can be preset in the PosPRO.ini in de printer section .

Receipt Type 0 Receipt Type 1

** INEPRO POSPRO **

QTY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT
---------------------------------------------------
1 Hamburger 1,30 1,30
1 Pizza Wedge 2,25 2,25
1 Tuna Sandwich 1,40 1,40
1 Homemade Cake 0,85 0,85
1 Bread Roll 0.35 0.35

SUBTOTAL                          6,15

TOTAL                                 6,15

Cash                                    6,15

CHANGE                              0,00

Thanks for your visit
And have a nice day

OPER:0001 Ticket:0039 2010-03-15 14:10:01

** INEPRO POSPRO **

QTY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT
---------------------------------------------------
1 Hamburger 1,30 1,30
1 Pizza Wedge 2,25 2,25
1 Tuna Sandwich 1,40 1,40
1 Homemade Cake 0,85 0,85
1 Bread Roll 0.35 0.35

SUBTOTAL                          6,15

TOTAL                                 6,15

Cash                                    6,15

Thanks for your visit
And have a nice day

OPER:0001 Ticket:0040 2010-03-15 14:10:01

Layouts 0 en 1 have also the possibility to show VAT. This can be set in the PosPRO.ini under the
Printer header.

48
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Receipt Type 2 Receipt Type 3

** INEPRO POSPRO **

---------------------------------------------------
DATE

15-03-2010
TIME

14:10:01
---------------------------------------------------
Hamburger

1x 1,30 Euro
Pizza Wedge

1x 2,25 Euro
Tuna Sandwich

1x 1,40 Euro
Homemade Cake

1x 0,85 Euro
Bread Roll

1x 0.35 Euro

Thanks for your visit
And have a nice day

OPER:0001 Ticket:0039 2010-03-15 14:10:01

** INEPRO POSPRO **

---------------------------------------------------
DATE

15-03-2010
TIME

14:10:01
---------------------------------------------------
Hamburger

1x 1,30 Euro
Pizza Wedge

1x 2,25 Euro
Tuna Sandwich

1x 1,40 Euro
Homemade Cake

1x 0,85 Euro
Bread Roll

1x 0.35 Euro

SUBTOTAL                          6,15

TOTAL                                 6,15

Cash                                    6,15

Thanks for your visit
And have a nice day

OPER:0001 Ticket:0040 2010-03-15 14:10:01
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Receipt Type 4 Receipt Overview

** INEPRO POSPRO **

QTY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT
-----------------------------------------------------

Hamburger
1x 1,30 Euro

Pizza Wedge
1x 2,25 Euro

Tuna Sandwich
1x 1,40 Euro

Homemade Cake
1x 0,85 Euro

Bread Roll
1x 0.35 Euro

SUBTOTAL                          6,15

TOTAL                                 6,15

Cash                                    6,15

Thanks for your visit
And have a nice day

OPER:0001 Ticket:0039 2010-03-15 14:10:01

 <-- poslogo.bmp
<Header text>

QTY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT
-----------------------------------------------------
1 Hamburger 1,30 1,30
1 Pizza Wedge 2,25 2,25
1 Tuna Sandwich 1,40 1,40
1 Homemade Cake 0,85 0,85
1 Bread Roll 0.35 0.35

SUBTOTAL                          6,15

TOTAL                                 6,15

Cash                                    6,15

<Footer text>

OPER:<OperatorID> Ticket:<TicketID> <Date>
<Time>

A receipt consist of the following elements:
· The logo (In the example a square with the text 'Your Logo' and a star)
· Header text (In the example "           ** Inepro POSPRO **")
· Product List with prices
· Subtotal
· Total
· (Optional) Cash amount
· (Optional) Amount of change
· Footer text (In the example "Thank you for visiting,"<EOL><CR> "And have a nice day")
· Ticket properties

The logo can be customized on the receipt choose the layout and adapt the header and footer text.

All the changes are made in the PosPRO directory (by default C:\Program Files\Inepro\PosPRO).
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 Logo
The logo is an image printed on the top of the receipt, aligned in the centre. If no image is present
in the directory, no image is printed on the receipt.
To change the logo go to C:\Inepro\Pictures and create or change the poslogo.bmp file.

The logo size is variable and can be set to a number of mm in PosPRO.ini file (0 = default (original
size)). The size value is the width in pixels. Best practice is to keep to a maximum of 60 pixels.
Picture rescaling takes time and will increase the time to print a receipt.
The directory for header, footer and logo images is %ineprodatapath% (by default C:
\ProgramData\Inepro).

 Header text
The header text is the text directly printed under the logo image (if one is present).
It is usually used for presenting the company name.
To change the logo go to C:\Inepro\Text and edit the file header.text
There are no known restrictions for the header text.

 Receipt content (Product list with prices)
The receipt content is the transaction information and can not be changed. It will show per line how
many items are sold, the item description, price per item and the price for the items sold.
Furthermore it will show the subtotal and the total price, if used VAT, and depending on the layout,
with how many cash was payed, and the amount of change that should be returned.
When a receipt has already been printed the text 'Copy-ticket" will be printed on the sub-sequential
receipts.

 Footer text
The footer text is printed directly underneath the receipt content.
It is usually used to thank the customer for their visit and wish them a nice day.
To change the text go to C:\Inepro\Text and edit the file footer.txt
There are no known restrictions for the footer text.

 Receipt properties
The bottom line of the receipt has the receipt information.
Like the Operator: 'OPER:0001', Ticket sequential ID: 'Ticket:0039' and a date time stamp: '2010-
03-15 14:10:01'.
The timestamp is in the format: 'yyyy-dd-mm HH:MM:SS'
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  PosPRO.ini:

The PosPRO application will store everything in a local database (named PosPRO by default). The
replicationService will replicate the settings.

It will monitor two tables for changes and replicate them according to the intervals specified in the
PosPRO.ini.

The service can be stopped and started via Windows Services.

 Note: When the services are started manually the replication process can be monitored.

 Warning!: Make sure the Windows Service startup settings are left to 'automatic', so the replication service will start at
Windows startup!

 Warning! Do not alter the *.ini files unless you're sure what the effect will be or if instructed by an Inepro employee!
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  Configuration via the *.ini file

In the ini directory in your PosPRO directory (by default:'C:\Program Files\Inepro\PosPRO\Ini') the
'PosPRO.ini' file should be found: this file can be edited to change the advanced settings in the
PosPRO application.

 Warning!: Always create a backup before changes are made in the *.ini files, so the changes made can always be reverted.

The *.ini file consist of a number of headers and below those header a number of keys that have a
value.

For example:
[Header]
Key=Value

A value of '0' will normally mean 'disabled' and a value of '1' will usually mean 'enabled'.

  PosPRO.ini

[database]

Catalog=PosPRO The catalog name of the database 'PosPRO'

User=PayConServer Username

Password=****** Database Password

DataSource=
<Local IP-address/hostname>\SQLEXPRESS

The database instance = 
'<Local IP-address/hostname>\SQLEXPRESS'

Remote native SQL Client (use ADO Connection
when empty)=

Self-explanatory

Local password SA User The SQL server password

IBOS DataSource=
<Remote IP-address/hostname>\SQLEXPRESS

IBOS User=PayConServer Database Log in name

IBOS Password=****** Database Password

IBOS IP Port SQLServer=1433 IP Port to access SQL server

[general]

Type of Station=4

Synchronise DateTime with host=1

External reports= Name and path of the application that can be started as
external report software

Export Directory= Directory in which CashCount documents are placed

Update Directory= NOT USED IN POSPRO APPLICATION

Enable Selfservice mode=0

Daily shutdown of system instead of reboot=0

Use stock control=0

Display card balance on Customerdisplay=0 Displays the customers credit on the customer display (Yes=1,
No=0)

Display Change on Customerdisplay=0 Displays the change to customer will receive on the customer
display. (Yes=1, No=0)

Manual create unknown items=0 Allow adding unknown products on the till. (Yes=1, No=0)

Number of years to keep transactions in local
database (0 is keep always)=0

Reboot time=05:00 Everyday the till will reset itself (if a time has been set), fill in a
time "nn:nn" value to specify at which time this should happen.
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[Replication]

Replication batch size=0 Number of records to send in one batch, '0' means 'Send one
by one'

Replicate PriceLines=0 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Transactions=15 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Items=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate VATs=7200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate StationItemGroups=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Prices=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Itemlinks=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate ItemGroups=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Card Types=7200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Employees=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Cardgroups=7200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Cards=120 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Customers=600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Ledgers=1200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate CustomerLedgerLinks=1200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Customer departments=3600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Budgets=7200 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate AbsenceReasons=0 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate CustomerPhotos=0 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate ItemPhotos=0 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate PresentationLayer=600 Time in second, '0' means 'Do not replicate'

Replicate Transactions in one Batch=0 '0' means 'Send one by one', '1'=send as specified by 'replication
batch size' value

[location]

Station Name= Name of the till (for human readable ID on the receipt)

SMTP Address= SMTP Address

SMTP User= SMTP Username

SMTP Password= SMTP Password

SMTP Sender= Sender Email On Demand (EOD)

SMTP Use Authentication=0 0=no, 1=yes

EMAIL Address= Email address recipient

Station ID=1 Unique ID (per Inepro project) to identify the till (for instance
on the receipt and in the transaction log

POSNR=0

[system]

Comport Digi scale=0

Forced closedrawer check=0

[eft]

Print EFT ticket=0

Print EFT reports=0

EFT terminal time synchronisation=0

Logon EFT terminal after Operator change=0

Comport EFT device=1

Enable return amount EFT=0

Type of EFT terminal=6

Early swipe=0
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[sales]

Add extra account information=0

Use costcenter name=0

Use quotas=1

Use cash rounding=0

Accept partly payments=1

Book sales no turnover items=0

Allow to mix manual and automatic discounts=0

Ask tag confirmation for online payments=1

Accept Tags during whole transaction=1

Offline payment on account is allowed=0

Use floating operators=0

Cashier auto logoff timeout in minutes=0

Logoff without code authentication=1

Set cashier in pause mode after timeout=1

Default Cashier=0

Use Nett weight=0

Use predefined paymenttypes=0

Budget calculation with linked items=0

Cummulate linked items=0

Costcenter select mode=SELECT

Costcenter entry mode=SHORTNAME

Use budgets=0

[cashcount]

CashCount Compulsory=0

CashCount blind=0

CashCount maximum quantity difference=0

CashCount maximum amount difference=0

Cashcount print document=0

Cashcount export document=0

CashCount type=2

Till starting fund=0

Accept banknote
denominations=500,1000,2000,5000,10000

Accept coin
denominations=1,2,5,10,20,50,100,200

[end of day]

Print report01=0 Use the Terminal report in the end-of-day report

Print report02=0 Use the Department report in the end-of-day report

Print report03=0 Use the Article report in the end-of-day report

Print report04=0 Use the Payment Type report in the end-of-day report

Print report05=0 Use the Revalue report in the end-of-day report

Print report06=0 Use the Card report in the end-of-day report

Print report07=0 Use the Product Changes report in the end-of-day report

Print report08=0 Use the Hour report in the end-of-day report

Print report09=0 Use the Cost Centre report in the end-of-day report

Print report10=0 Use the Cost Centre Detail report in the end-of-day report

Print report11=0

Print report12=0

[paycon]

Paycon2 port= The COM port on the PayCon used to connect the PayCon to
the PosPRO till.

1=COM1
etc.

If a PayCon isn't used leave this value empty.

PayCon balancetype 1=5 Purse Type 1 on the card

PayCon balancetype 2=19 Purse Type 2 on the card

Use PayCon terminal balance=0
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[screen]

Info-messages timeout=0 Timeout for the info message windows (in seconds)

GroupTab as default tab=0 Use the Article groups as default tab (0=No, 1=Yes)

Always Return to main tab=0 Jump to the default tab at the entry of each item (0=No,
1=Yes)

Initialise tabs by new transaction=1 Jump to the default tab at the end of a transaction (0=No,
1=Yes)

Main tab=0 The ID of the Presentation Layer that should be the Main tab

Tabsheet Period 1=0 The ID of the Presentation Layer that should be the Main tab
for the first period.

Time start Period 1= Start time of the first period

Tabsheet Period 2=0 The ID of the Presentation Layer that should be the Main tab
for the second period.

Time start Period 2= Start time of the second period

Tabsheet Period 3=0 The ID of the Presentation Layer that should be the Main tab
for the third period.

Time start Period 3= Start time of the third period

Tabsheet Period 4=0 The ID of the Presentation Layer that should be the Main tab
for the fourth period.

Time start Period 4= Start time of the fourth period

Use only one product tab=0 Use only one product tab (0=No, 1=Yes)

Direct product search on productInfo=1 Activate the product search screen when pressing the info
button. (0=No, 1=Yes)

Use the Intuitive keyboard=1 Use the intuitive keyboard (keys that can not be used will
disappear) (0=No, 1=Yes)

Display price on presets=1 Show the price on the preset buttons (0=No, 1=Yes)

Display PLU-number on presets=0 Show PLU of a product on the preset buttons (0=No, 1=Yes)

Display shortname=1 Use the shortname for the description on the preset buttons

Use picture color as button color=0 FUNCTION NOT YET IMPLEMENTED

Subtotal visible in Idle mode=0 Subtotal button visible in IDLE mode (0=No, 1=Yes)

VAT Toggle type=0 0=Always use first VAT tariff (VAT), 1=Use the VAT tariff
chosen by the employee (if available in the product definition)
- also known as 'eat-in / eat-out', 2=Overwrite the complete
transaction with this VAT tariff.

Number of tables=0
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[printer]

OPOS devices available=1 Activate the ability to use OPOS devices (0=No, 1=Yes)

EPSON Compatible=1

Laserprinter available=0 Is a laser printer connected to print out the reports? (0=No,
1=Yes)

Print direct=0 Print a receipt directly when the transaction has been
concluded? (0=No, 1=Yes)

Print VAT receipt=0 Always print a VAT receipt (0=No, 1=Yes)

Print VAT Mark for every item=0 Print a VAT mark for each item on the receipt (0=No, 1=Yes)

Print duplicate receipt=0 Always print a duplicate receipt (0=No, 1=Yes)

Print current ticket visible=0

Print discounts on receipt=0 Print the discounts on the receipt (0=No, 1=Yes)

Ticket layout=0 Choose the layout of the receipt (0-4) See page    for an

overview of the available layouts

Print large code for Picture Items=0 Print the item code large on items that have a photo (0=No,
1=Yes)

Print name=0 Print the name of the customer on the receipt (0=No, 1=Yes)

Print signature=0

Print Costcenter=0

TMT90=0 Activate the alternative layout for the TMT90 printer (0=No,
1=Yes)

OPOS printer connected=1

OPOS Logo size in mm (0 is original size)=60

OPOS display connected=1

OPOS drawer connected=1

OPOS kitchenprinter connected=0

Kitchen item indicator=

Station Name=

[drawer]

Forced closedrawer check=0

Type of direct IO drawer=0

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--

 Certain replication values could be set higher to lighten the network load at the cost of being a
little less up-to-date in the reports or vice versa.

Read the description of each setting, and when in doubt, do not take any chances but contact your
dealer support for information about the setting
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  GeneralConfig.ini:

  Generic.ini

[general]

Main application=C:\Program
Files\Inepro\PosPRO_test\PosPRO.exe

DeviceCode=Aerpos

Reboot time=05:00

StationID=

Application startup delay in seconds=5

DeviceID=0

Number of digits after decimal=2

Item price number of digits after decimal=2

[security]

BusinessServer Address=

Version=7

LicenseServer Address=127.0.0.1

[location]

Language Code=en

Display AM/PM time=0

Language Code2=

Language Code3=

Currency=Euro

Store ID=0

[screen]

Use Keyboard sound=0

Hide mouse pointer=0 Hide the mouse pointer (0=No, 1=Yes)

Keyboard layout=

debug=0

[IBOS]

DataSource=

User=PayConServer

Password=

IP Port SQLServer=1433

Read the description of each setting, and when in doubt, do not take any chances but contact your
dealer support for information about the setting
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  User Interface

In 'User Interface' we will deal with all the different modules of the PosPRO software.

Below a short description of each button (module) in the main menu:

Module Purpose

Start Sales, the selling of products and operation of the cash drawer.

End of Day
Create a compound report by combining one or more reports (as specified in the
PosPRO.ini).

Manager Manages higher PosPRO settings

Pause Log off, the username is remembered, and only that user can log in again.

Logoff Log off and everybody with a valid logon name and password can log in.

Close Closing the application, for this action the right authorisation is required.

All the options will be described in this section
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 Log In

If PosPRO is started, you will be asked to log in. Enter your username and password. (To add or
edit a username and password use the Inepro Back Office Manager. In the Authorisation menu you
are able to grant an employee the rights for the Inepro Back Office manager and give him a
username and Password for the PosPRO tills. For more information look at page   ).

After logging in you will enter the main menu. The most important option of the PosPRO till is of
course 'Start' (Sales), this will lead you to the Sales screen and will allow you to sell your products

32
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  Sales

 

The sales window is one of the most important windows in the PosPRO application. In this windows
the products are being sold.
Let's take you trough the different buttons that can appear on the screen.
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Note: Most of these buttons are not visible, because of the intuitive keyboard function, which will
hide all the buttons that the employee will not need at that moment. Other configuration settings
can also cause buttons to be invisible.

 Title bar
On top of the Sales screen you find the title bar with 'PosPRO' and the clock with date and time.

 Version
When you click the title bar the PosPRO version text will appear, showing you which version of
PosPRO you are using.

 Employee Name
Employee Name will show which employee is currently logged in.

 Status
This will show the current status, in this example 'Waiting'.

 Transaction Parked
Transaction Parked will show a 'P' when a transaction has been parked.

 VAT description
This will show the description of the current VAT applied.
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 Product Multiplier
Product Multiplier will tell you how many times the product will be charged.

 Product / Product Groups
Product / Product Groups will either show you the groups of products available on the till or it will
show you the products themselves.

 Toggle Products / Product Groups
When you are selecting products, but you made a mistake and need to be in another product group.
Click this button to go back to the screen that has all the product groups.

 Transaction Details / Receipt
Receipt will show you a preview on the receipt. It will show you in which quantity you are buying
the product and what it will cost.

 Entry Field
In the entry field you can enter the PLU code and the number to multiply the current product with.

 Backspace / Delete character
The 'Backspace' will delete the last character in the entry field, just like the backspace on a computer
keyboard.

 PLU-code
The Price Look-Up code button will allow you to quickly enter an article of which you know the
PLU-code. First enter the PLU-code and then click the PLU button.

 Times / Multiply by
Click this button to sell the current product multiple times. Click the button and then enter the
quantity in which the product should be sold.
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 Correction Functions
Where people are working; errors will be made, this is unavoidable.

Input mistakes
But mistakes can not be overlooked, so the PosPRO till will block it's functions when an input error
has been detected. The following message will be shown:

You need to click on 'OK' to return to the till and then retry the action you needed to perform.
Input errors can be greatly reduced by using the intuitive keyboard.

Cancel
Use 'Cancel' to cancel the complete transaction.
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Void
Use 'Void' to handle a sale return.

Correction
Use 'Correction' to delete the selected transaction line.

Clear
Use 'Clear' to empty the entry field or when you made a mistake and click to wrong payment type
(the payment type buttons, will reappear on the screen).

 Admin Functions
When the 'Admin' button is pressed the window with the Admin functions opens. You need to have
elevated PosPRO rights (Manager) for this function.

Open Drawer
Open Drawer will open the cash drawer.

Park Transaction
Park Transaction will allow you to 'park' a transaction. For instance when the customer has forgotten
his wallet, and must retrieve it. The employee can then park his transaction, keep the items aside
and go on with the other customers until the customer who forgot his wallet returns. He will then
pull up his transaction and finish it.
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Recall Transaction

 
Use 'Recall' to search trough the old transactions, and review a transaction from the past. So you
can for instance check a claim from a customer.

Product Info

   

To find more information about a product, find a product, or to look up the article number you can
click the button 'Info'. In the information screen that will open you can enter a description, an article
number or pick a department and click 'Search' to see all the information about the product.

Return to Main screen
The 'Close' button will take you back to the main screen, where you can chose one of the other
modules, log off, take a break or close the application.

Pay Out / Pay In
In some cases it is needed to either add cash to the till or to make an external payment with money
from the till. For instance paying for a package that is being delivered or the service of a window-
cleaner. These payment can be registered with the 'Pay Out' and 'Pay In' buttons.
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 Special functions
The special function will handle printing, VAT functions and revaluing Inepro cards.

Top Up
Revalue allows you to add value to a Inepro user card.

 VAT 
Eat out / Overwrite all VAT 

Eat out will charge the second VAT in stead of the VAT value of the product. This will be used when
the government wants you to charge a different VAT for products eaten inside and products eaten
outside your establishment.

 Print
EFT Print

EFT Print will print out the EFT receipt, this is driven from the EFT device itself, so the layout can
not be set or effected by the PosPRO application.

Print
Print wil print out the receipt, or a copy receipt if the receipt has already been printed. See page  
for an overview of the available layouts and how to set them.

 Price Change
Price Change will overwrite the base price of the article! The employee can set the price as if the
product had an open price. There are few circumstances in which you will need this function, if
possible either use discounts or 'open price'.

 Discounts
You can give a discount by selecting the product, type in the height of the discount and press '%' to
apply a percentile discount or 'Discount' to apply a absolute discount.

The discount will appear below the product on the receipt section (and on the receipt itself)
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 End Of Day

The End of Day report is a compound report of the current day.

Line in PosPRO.ini Description

[end of day]
Header, you wil find the values below in this section of the
PosPRO.ini

Print report01=n Reserved for future use

Print report02=n Use the Department report in the end of day report

Print report03=n Use the VAT report in the end of day report

Print report04=n Use the Revalue report in the end of day report

Print report05=n Use the Item report in the end of day report

Print report06=n Reserved for future use

Print report07=n Reserved for future use

Print report08=n Reserved for future use

Print report09=n Reserved for future use

Print report10=n Reserved for future use

Print report11=n Reserved for future use

Print report12=n Reserved for future use

Print report13=n Reserved for future use

Print report14=n Reserved for future use

Where n  is either '1' or '0' meaning enabled or disabled.

You can decide of which reports will be shown in the End of Day report, in the PosPRO.ini file. Read
more about configuring the *.ini files in this chapter: PosPRO.ini '43
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    PosPRO Manager

 

The manager is has a number of modules; Reports, EFT Terminal, Cash Count, Configuration,
Maintenance and Initial Load
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 System

To reboot the system, choose .

To exit the system, choose .

To exit the application, choose 
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 Cash Count

In the Cash Count module you are able to digitally perform the cash count procedure. In the edit
fields you can declare what the amount counted is per coin or banknote, the difference will be
shown in the the cumulation field. You are able to accept the differences (to a certain level or even
zero-tolerance, specified in the PosPRO.ini) by clicking the booking button. <Back> will leave the
module without performing the Cash Count procedure.

It is also possible to hide the totals of the coin and banknote column, making it harder for an
employee to perpetrate fraud by entering the 'right' numbers. Of course it is possible to give a
margin, so the Cash Count procedure can be finished with minor cash differences.

This margin can also be set in the PosPRO.ini  See page    
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 Configuration

 Keyboard  Configuration
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 Tenders Configuration

 System Settings
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 Maintenance

 Station
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 Initial Load

When Initial Load is activated, the initial set of products will be reloaded. This can also be used to
restore a serious replication error, should one occur

 Reports

 

The PosPRO till has the ability to print a number of reports, for each report you select a start and
end date and click 'Print' to print out the report.

The reports are described below with an example receipt as reference.
Almost all reports will have the VAT, gross and net price, in all there cases the net price is used.
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 Terminal Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

TERMINAL REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

Computer MyComputerName
IP 127.0.0.1
Store MyCompany
Inepro PosPRO v4.18.0.0
Database v4.18.0
 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-   

CUSTOMERS 13
AMOUNT 75,50
NUMBER OF ITEMS 63
NUMBER OF DISCOUNTS 2
AMOUNT 2,17
 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+- 
TENDER QUANTITY TOTAL
---------------- -------------- ---------
Cash 13 75,50

======
TOTAL 75,50

PAY IN 0 0,00
PAY OUT 0 0,00
 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-   
DESCRIPTION VAT NET GROSS
---------------------- ------ ------- ----------
Vat None  0,00% 0,00 74,53 74,53
Vat Low    6,00% 0,03 0,42 0,45
Vat High 19,00% 0,08 0,44 0,52

------ ------- ----------
TOTAL 0,11 75,39 75,50
 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+- 
DESCRIPTION QTY NET VAT GROSS
--------------------------------- -----------------
Cashregis 63 75,39 0,11 75,50

-------------- -----------------
63 75,39 0,11 75,50

 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-  
HOURS CUST ITEMS AMOUNT AVG
---------- -------- -------- ------------ ----------
10 - 11 5 22 25,95 5,19
11 - 12 8 41 49,55 6,19
 -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-    -+-  
OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:20:59

The terminal report is a compound report that
also has some specific data of the terminal and
the software. 

It also contains the Tender, VAT, Department
and Hour report.
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 Tender Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

TENDER REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

TENDER QUANTITY TOTAL
---------------- -------------- ---------
Cash 13 75,50

======
TOTAL 75,50

PAY IN 0 0,00
PAY OUT 0 0,00

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:20:59

The Tender report will tell you how many
products are sold, at which total amount per
Tender Type (Cash, Bank, Card, Cost Centre,
etcetera). 

It will also show the Pay In and Pay Out
amounts.

 Department Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

DEPARTMENT REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010
 
DESCRIPTION QTY NET VAT GROSS
---------------------------------------------------
Cashregis 63 75,39 0,11 75,50

-------------------------------
63 75,39 0,11 75,50

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:21:35

The Department report will show you how many
products are sold per department, it will also
show the VAT, Net and Gross values.
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 Overview Mutations

** INEPRO POSPRO **

OVERVIEW MUTATIONS

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

-------------------------------------------------
[REMOVE] 101
7-up 0,80

[MUTATION] 109
Milk 0,90

[REMOVE] 18
Coca Cola 0,90

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:22:13

Overview Mutations is not so much a report as it
is a log of which products have undergone
changes in the specified period. 

 Warning!: This can be a long report!

 VAT Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

V.A.T. REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

DESCRIPTION VAT NET GROSS
---------------------- ------ ------- ----------
Vat None  0,00% 0,00 74,53 74,53
Vat Low    6,00% 0,03 0,42 0,45
Vat High 19,00% 0,08 0,44 0,52

------ ------- ----------
TOTAL 0,11 75,39 75,50

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:22:43

The VAT report will show the total amount of
applied VAT per VAT rate.
It will also show the Net and Gross values.
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 Hour Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

HOUR REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

HOURS CUST ITEMS AMOUNT AVG
---------- -------- -------- ------------ ----------
10 - 11 5 22 25,95 5,19
11 - 12 8 41 49,55 6,19

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:22:59

The Hour report will show you per hour the
number of customers, number of products sold,
the total amount of product sold and the
average amount spend per customer. 

So '10 - 11' and '11 - 12' means the data is
shown for the period between 10:00 and 11:00
on the first line, and for the period between
11:00 and 12:00 on the second line.

 Revalue Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

REVALUE REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

CARD REVALUE (GROSS) 0,00
CARD REVALUE BONUS 0,00

-------------
CARD REVALUE (NET) 0,00

TOTAL BALANCE ON CARDS 0,00

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:22:13

Revaluations
It is possible to use the PosPRO till to revalue
Inepro User Cards. This report will show you an
overview of all card revaluations, and the
optional revalue bonuses. 

Revaluations (Gross) is the total amount that a
customer have received as a revaluation on their
cards. This amount is split up into the net and a
bonus revaluations.
The net revaluating amount is the amount that
the customer has  loaded on his card. But rules
can be created that will dictate that when a
customer revaluates a x amount, he will get a y
bonus amount added to the x amount. 
These are the bonus revaluations.

Total balance on cards
The total balance on the cards is the total
amount of money all the users have on their
cards at exactly this moment, according to the
system.
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 Cost Centre Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

COST CENTER REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

COST CENTRE QTY AMOUNT
-------------------------------------------------
test 6 29,49

=======
==

TOTAL 29,49

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 13:29:15

The total number of products and the total
amount is shown per cost centre.

 Item Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

ITEM REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

PRODUCT QTY AMOUNT
-------------------------------------------------
Pepsi Cola 1 0,80
Bounty 3 1,80
M&Ms chocolate 1 0,60
Mars 2 1,20
Cookie 4 1,20
Bread Roll 5 1,75
Tuna Sandwhich 13 18,20
Pizza Wedge 10 20,33
Hamburger 15 22,70
Homemade Cake 7 5,95
OP Low 1 0,45
Op High 1 0,52

=======
==

TOTAL 29,49

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 12:23:42

The item report shows how many times a
product has been sold, the product name,
quantity and total amount is shown.
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 Cost Center Details Report

** INEPRO POSPRO **

COST CENTER REPORT

FROM DATE 31-03-2010
TO DATE 31-03-2010

COST CENTRE QTY AMOUNT
-------------------------------------------------
[4] test
  -  2010-03-31 13:23:49 4,95
     (Cost Centre [4])

  -  2010-03-31 13:27:46 10,15
     (Cost Centre [4])

  -  2010-03-31 13:28:01 5,41
     (Cost Centre [4])

  -  2010-03-31 13:28:12 3,55
     (Cost Centre [4])

  -  2010-03-31 13:28:33 1,53
     (Cost Centre [4])

  -  2010-03-31 13:28:59 3,90
     (Cost Centre [4])

=======
==

TOTAL 29,49

OPER:0001 2010-03-31 13:29:27

The Cost Center detail report shows the total
amount for each cost centre transaction,
grouped by Cost Centre

 Warning!: This can be a long report!
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 Pause

When an employee will take a break, he will need to use this option. The employee will log out, but
the username will stay fixed, ensuring that only this employee can log in again. In this way they
employee can still held responsable for the cash in his cash drawer. To give another employee the
possibility to log in, the 'Log off ' option must be chosen
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 Log Off

Log off will be used when the employee or another employee must be able to log in again
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 Self-Service

Lets the PosPRO till function as a self-service til. Used in cases where the users can be trusted to complete the transactions
themselves, without the help or supervision of an employee





Usage

PartV
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 How can I sell a product?
In this example we will sell 10 Orange Juice and 1 Ham Cheese sandwich:
1. <1> <0> <X> <Orange Juice>
2. <Ham Cheese>
3. <Sub Total>
4. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen).

     Note: As demonstrated; the employee doesn't need to press the Orange juice button 10 times to sell 10 Orange Juice

 An Adjusting Entry
Correction

An adjusting Entry is executed by pressing '<Correction>' then the last Entry will be deleted. So when 100 Orange Juice was
sold, but only 10 should be sold:
1. <1> <0> <0> <Orange Juice> (mistake)
2. <Correction>
3. <1> <0> <Orange Juice>
3. <Sub Total>
4. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen).
Now only 10 Orange Juice will be sold.

     Note: The adjustment will be visible in the log and on the receipt.

Void
It is also possible to deduct a number of products from the transaction and execute an adjusting entry in that way. This has
the advantage that it can also be executed at a later time then at the time the transaction took place (when the error is
detected). The payment type is then in fact reloaded, this function must be enabled in the PosPRO. You might need a higher
security login to execute this function, it is also possible that this function was not enabled on the PosPRO.
1. <1> <0> <0> <Orange Juice> (mistake)
2. <Void>
3. <9> <0> <Orange Juice>
3. <Sub Total>
4. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen).

    Note: Now only 10 Orange Juice will be sold.

Cancel
Cancel will delete the entire transaction
1. <1> <0> <0> <Orange Juice> (mistake)
2. <Cancel>
3. <1> <0> <Orange Juice>
3. <Sub Total>
4. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen).

     Note:  Now only 10 Orange Juice will be sold
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 Quota's
Users can have a quota on their account or their department can have a quota or they product that they buy belongs to a
product group with a quota.
In these cases the quota is used before the personal budget is used.

 Free amount / Open Price
Before a free amount can be used, this should be registered at the product (for instance by using the Inepro Back Office
manager).
For a detailed instruction on how this should be done, we refer you to the Inepro Back Office Manager manual.

Select an Open Price. Enter the price in cents. Confirm.
If no price is entered an error will be shown.

A Free Amount or Open Price can be used for one or more products that have a different price each day or every week like
a 'Soup of the Day'. To sell the 'Soup of the Day' item twice, (today it's sold at a price of € 5,24), execute this example
procedure:
1. <2> <X> <'Soup of the Day'>

     Note: The price dialog window opens.

2. <5> <2> <4>
3. <Enter / PLU><Sub Total>
4. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen).

     Note: Now 2 'Soup of the Day' will be sold
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 Discounts
Discounts can be given to a customer in the form of an amount discount (an amount that is deducted from the base price of
the item or the total price) or else in the form of a percentage discount (a percentage of the base price, that is deducted of
the base price).

In this example the Orange Juice sells for 3 for the price of two, and orders with health food, like Orange juice get a 2 Euro
discount. We will sell 3 Orange Juice, 1 Ham / Cheese sandwich:
1. <3> <X> <Orange Juice>
2. <3> <3> <% (percentage Discount)>
3. <Ham Cheese Sandwich>
4. <2> <0> <0> <Amount (amount discount)
5. <Sub Total>
8. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen)

 Field Example
As an example we will sell 10 Orange Juice, 1 Ham / Cheese sandwich, and 2 'Soup of the Day' (today only € 5,24):
1. <1> <0> <0> <X> <Orange Juice> (mistake)
2. <Void>
3. <9> <0> <X> <Orange Juice>
3. <Sub Total> (Because the customer wants to make sure that only 10 Orange Juice is registered).
4. <Ham Cheese> (1x Ham Cheese Sandwich)
5. <2> <X> <Soup of the Day> (2x 'Soup of the Day', an open price product (has a price of 0,00)
6. <5> <2> <4> (The price of the Soup of the Day)
7. <Sub Total>
8. Choose Payment Type (in this example 'On account' is chosen)
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 Inepro Back Office Manager - CashPRO

CashPRO is the Inepro Back Office Suite Module that manages all the transactions and products of the vending machines
and PosPRO tills

Start Inepro Back Office Manager

If the Inepro Back Office Manager is installed it can be opened in the Window start menu ('Start' -> 'Inepro Back Office
Manager'). A message with a Login and Password field will appear. Choose or type the correct username by clicking the
combobox list arrow, and enter the password with the help of the on-screen keyboard. 

     Note:  You can start the on-screen keyboard by clicking 'Start' -> 'On-Screen keyboard'
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Reports

  Reports

The Inepro Back Office Manager offers you a great number of reports. These reports can be found in the 'Report' menu.

It is wise to always fill out the date fields and to specify the device or device group.

Reports can be printed at the printers connected to the network, not on the receipt printers of the PosPRO tills
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  Device Log

In the device log you are able to look at all the transactions. Pick the PosPRO till in the Device field and set a period. The list
will be created when you click on the 'Run' button. Is the user unknown, it will usually concerns a cash payment. In the
transaction log you will always see the product(s) first, then the subtotal and total, followed by the payment.

If there is also a negative payment, then the customer has received change

  User Log

In the User Log the user transactions are shown. The list will be shown per user, which you can choose in the combobox. It
is best to summon up the on-screen keyboard again to use text input the pick the user from the combobox as the
touchscreen interface might be inefficient for this purpose. 

The instructions are almost the same as for the Device Log, so set a period and click on the 'Run' button to create the list. Is
the user unknown, it will usually concerns a cash payment. In the transaction log you will always see the product(s) first,
then the subtotal and total, followed by the payment. If there is also a negative payment, then the customer has received
change
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  Solving challenges

 Symptom(s): The logo has been changed, but it does not show on the receipt?

 Prognosis: It is the first receipt after changing the logo, the printer has already printed the
(previous) logo on the first part of the receipt (to save time). The first time after the logo is
changed, and PosPRO is restarted, the logo is not printed on the receipt.

 Scope: Each device with a new logo configured

 Resolution: Reprint the receipt, the logo should be on there now.

 Prognosis: The logo is not saved as a monochrome image.

 Scope: Each device with a new logo configured

 Resolution: Our system supports only images that are saved as a monochrome image.

 Symptom(s): The header- and footer text have been edited, but only the footer text is changed
on the receipt?

 Prognosis: This is the first receipt after the header text has been changed, the header text
has already been printed on the first part of the receipt.

 Scope: Each device with a new header text

 Resolution: Reprint the receipt, the header text should be on there now.

 Symptom(s): The power is on, but the screen remains black?

 Prognosis: The PosPRO is off

 Scope: All devices.

 Resolution: Check the power LED, if it is not on, press the power switch.

 Prognosis: A hardware defect prevents the terminal from working correctly

 Scope: All devices.

 Resolution: Contact your dealer to switch or repair the terminal.

 Symptom(s): A different problems prevents me from working with the PosPRO.

 Prognosis: This problem probably cannot be resolved on site.

 Scope: All devices.

 Resolution: Contact your dealer for support



END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT
INEPRO BACK OFFICE SUITE BY INEPRO BV 

THE PROGRAM IS COPYRIGHTED AND LICENSED (NOT SOLD). BY PURCHASING THE PROGRAM, YOU ARE ACCEPTING AND AGREEING
TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT REPRESENTS THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE
PROGRAM, BETWEEN YOU AND INEPRO BV, (REFERRED TO AS "LICENSOR"), AND IT SUPERSEDES ANY PRIOR PROPOSAL,
REPRESENTATION, OR UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE PARTIES. 

1. License Grant. Licensor hereby grants to you, and you accept, a nonexclusive license to use the program in machine-readable, object
code form only, for use only as authorized in this License Agreement. The Programs may be used only on computers owned, leased or
otherwise controlled by you.  The program shall only manage the number of devices specified in the purchase agreement. You agree
that you may not reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the Program. 

2. Term (Demo Version Only). This License commences upon the installation of the software and is effective for 90 days following the
date you install the software. This License terminates automatically without notice from Inepro BV upon the expiration of the evaluation
term or if you fail to comply with any provision of this License. Upon termination you shall remove the SOFTWARE from your
computer(s).

3. Licensor's Rights. You acknowledge and agree that the Program is proprietary to Licensor and protected under copyright law. You
further acknowledge and agree the all right, tit le, and interest in and to the Program, including associated intellectual property rights,
are and shall remain with Licensor. The License Agreement does not convey to you an interest in or to the Program, but only a limited
right of use revocable in accordance with the terms of this License Agreement. 

4. No Warranty; Limitation of Liability. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES REGARDING THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF
THE PROGRAM. LICENSOR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. LICENSOR SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY TO CUSTOMER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED,
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, BY THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICES, LOSS OF
BUSINESS, LOSS OF DATA OR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES. 

5. Severability. Should any term of this License Agreement be declared void or unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction,
such declaration will have no effect on the remaining terms hereof. 

6. No Waiver. The failure of either party to enforce any rights granted hereunder or to take action against the other party in the event
of any breach hereunder shall not be deemed a waiver by that party as to subsequent enforcement of rights or subsequent actions in
the event of future breaches.

7. Update Checks. You acknowledge and agree to allow Inepro Back Office Suite version and license status details to be sent to Inepro
BV when you request to "Check for updates".  This allows the Inepro Back Office Suite software to determine whether software
updates are available in real-time.

8. Service. Licensor will utilize its best efforts to maintain acceptable performance of services, but Licensor makes absolutely no
warranties whatsoever, express or implied, including warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Licensor cannot
guarantee continuous service, service at any particular time, or integrity of data stored or transmitted via its system or via the Internet.

9. Data. Licensor will not be liable for the inadvertent disclosure of, corruption or erasure of data transmitted or received or stored on its
system. Licensor shall not be liable to Licensee or any of its customers for any claims or damages which may be suffered by Licensee or
its customers, including, but not limited to, losses or damages of any and every nature, resulting from the loss of data, inability to access
the Software, or inability to transmit or receive information, caused by, or resulting from, delays, nondeliveries, or service interruptions
whether or not caused by the fault or negligence of Licensor.
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